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Motivation: the Knowledge in Multiple Texts

● When we need to gain some knowledge, it’s usually in texts

● But texts come in large multitudes
○ A news story, search results, product reviews, …
○ Hard to grasp

● Search makes them accessible, but hard to consume
○ Search interface hasn’t changed much in decades - list of results, need to skim one by one



News Tweets Illustration: What is being said here?
Mass Shooting At Brookfield Square Mall In Wisconsin

Hospital near Brookfield , Wisconsin shooting is under lockdown as police hunt for gunman

Radcliffe Haughton confirmed dead from self inflicted gunshot wound after mass shooting at Azana Spa in Brookfield Wisconsin

3 dead , 4 injured in Wisconsin spa shooting ; manhunt underway

Suspect Still At Large After Wisconsin Shooting Leaves Three Dead And Four Wounded Suspected gunman Radcliffe F. Haughton

Wisconsin Spa Massacre Shooter Revealed : Kills Wife and Two Others

Gunman 's wife among 3 dead at Brookfield spa

Victims in Wisconsin spa shooting all were women

Three dead in Wisconsin spa shooting ; gunman later killed himself .

3 dead , 4 wounded , then gunman takes own life after Wisconsin spa shooting

...
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Characteristic 1: Redundancy
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Characteristic 2: Complementary scattered info
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The need for consolidation

● Information access applications need to consolidate the knowledge 
within multiple texts

○ Multi-document (abstractive) summarization
○ “Slightly-complex” Question Answering

■ E.g. questions involving two predicates: Where was Trump’s wife born?
○ Knowledge-base population

● Currently, cross-text consolidation is relayed to individual applications
○ Slow/ad-hoc development, mostly from scratch
○ Little progress in information consolidation



Framework Overview

Input Texts

Redundant and 
complementary

Natural Knowledge
Representation

● * Natural info structures
● * Consolidation

Content 
Exploration & Mining

● Leverage merged info
● * Interactive 

“summaries”* Current research lines



Background: Related Information Structures



Structured Knowledge Graphs



Structured Knowledge Graphs / Ontology

● Encode and consolidate selected statements about the world/domain

● Appeal: facilitate structured presentation, querying and inference
○ Common use by many companies, e.g. search responses, add targeting

● However: relations and concepts are pre-specified
○ Practically inventing a new “language” when defining a graph/ontology schema

● Inherently limited scope

● Reasearch question: 
can we obtain a similar “open” representation for textual content?



NLP Semantic Formalisms

● Many formalisms were developed to represent sentence semantic relations

● Often defined as graphs over words/concepts



SDP: Example   (Oepen et. al., 2014, 2015)

Consumers may want to move their telephones a little closer to the TV set .

PAS DM PSD



Pre-specified Schemata

● Most semantic representations prespecify many relation/concept types
○ Semantic role labels, verb senses, … 

● Consequences:
○ Vocabularies differ - some arbitrariness? 

■ Why these categories/types, why not few more/less/others?
■ Which ones are optimal for application development? As signals for ML?

○ Requiring expert annotation for trainig semantic parsers: expensive, hard to replicate
■ Vs. crowdsourcing, for more data/domains/languages

○ Not well understood by most researchers and application developers



“Natural” Representations: Open IE

● Open IE - Isolates propositions as predicate-argument tuples
Danny arrived to the restaurant to meet Sarah

(Danny, arrived, at restaurant, to meet Sarah)
(Danny, meet, Sarah)

● Proposition/statement meaning is implied by reading the lexical phrases - 
no external vocabulary for roles

● No indication of predicate-argument relationships (roles)



“Natural” Representations: QA-SRL
(He et al., 2015; FitzGerald et al., 2018)

● Capturing semantic role structure, for verbs:
Obama was born in Hawaii

● Arguments are typically perceived as answering role questions
○ Who was born somewhere?  Obama

○ Where was someone born?   Hawaii

● Eeach Q-A pair represents one (predicate-argument) relation/statement
○ The question template captures the semantic role
○ Question-answer pairs are standalone - no global coherent structure

● Shown to subsume Open IE (Stanovsky and Dagan, 2016)



A “Natural” Meaning Representation - 
Desiderata
1. Represent all information “units” expressed by multiple texts

2. A naturally-understood & crowdsourcable representation
○ Annotation scalability & Portability



Single Text Natural Semantic Representation



A Semantic Relation

Gunman takes own life after killing three in Wisconsin spa shooting.

Q-A roles:

In what did someone kill someone? shooting

Where was the shooting? Wisconsin

● The Question-Answer templates indicate the semantic roles

● Capture relations between all content words



 QASemDep Graph
Gunman takes own life after killing three in Wisconsin spa shooting.

shooting

killing
who

spa

where

take 
life

whose

gunman
own

who

three

whom, 
how many

in what

Wisconsin

where

after

A NODE:
Corresponds to a 

content word, 
referring to a 

real world element 
(entity, concept, event)



 QASemDep Graph
Gunman takes own life after killing three in Wisconsin spa shooting.

shooting

killing
who
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own
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A NODE:
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Consolidates coreferring 
elements (cf. AMR)



 QASemDep Graph
Gunman takes own life after killing three in Wisconsin spa shooting.
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 QASemDep Graph
Gunman takes own life after killing three in Wisconsin spa shooting.

shooting

killing
who

spa

where

take 
life

whose

gunman
own

who

three

whom, 
how many

in what
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where

after

AN EDGE:
A minimal 

assertion / statement 
relating two elements

Role label is
QA distribution



Ongoing Work

● Crowdsourcing corpus of single-sentence QA-Sem graphs

● Extract semantic graph from annotations
○ Decompose answer spans to individual nodes
○ Rule-based initially, optimization/learning algorithm potential

● Extend neural parsing algorithms for QA-SRL and Semantic Dependencies



Our Model: Text → SDP(x)    (Stanovsky & Dagan, under review)

Raw Input Sentence

SDP Representation

Raw Text Encoder

SDP Decoder



Our Model: SDP(a) → SDP(b)

SDP Representation A

SDP Representation B

SDP Encoder

SDP Decoder



Cross-text Semantic Consolidation



Consolidation - illustration

1. Mass shooting in Brookfield spa near Milwaukee

2. 3 dead and 4 injured in Wisc. spa massacre

3. Gunman takes own life after killing three in Wisconsin spa shooting

4. Shooter’s wife among three dead at Azana spa in Brookfield



Consolidation - via Coreference
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Full Consolidation

● Co-referring nodes/edges collapsed
● Boldness signifies frequency (tracking supporting mentions)
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Potential applications (reminder)

● Multi-document (abstractive) summarization
● “Slightly-complex” Question Answering

○ E.g. questions involving two predicates: Where was Trump’s wife born?

● Knowledge-base population



Ongoing Work

● Cross-document coreference
○ Neural and resource-based approaches

● Learning “lexical coreferrability” relations from parallel tweets
○ Extending (Shwartz & Dagan, *Sem 2017)



Interactive Text Exploration



Framework Overview

Input Texts

Redundant and 
complementary

Natural Knowledge
Representation

● Natural info structures
● Consolidation

Content 
Exploration & Mining

● Leverage merged info
● Interactive “summaries”



Interactive Summarization - Motivation

● Static Multi-Document Summarization  leaves out important information

→ Summarization gap

● The Interactive approach enables flexibly expanding displayed content

● Goals: 
○ Formalize the task - set up an evaluation framework (this talk)
○ Develop effective interactive summarization methods



Interactive Text Exploration

Event Tweets Exploration (Shapira et al., EMNLP 2018 demo)

Demo

http://u.cs.biu.ac.il/~shapiro1/okr/#/login


Related Work - Few “Interactive” Systems



Ongoing work

● Define evaluation framework

● Investigate interaction modes

● Develop algorithms for summary interaction
○ Reinforcement learning
○ User simulation for learning and evaluation purposes

● Interactive Summarization may inspire other “Interactive NLP” settings
○ Cf. Conversational QA



Conclusion

● Consolidating textual information - goals:
○ Moving NLP semantics to the multi-text level
○ Bridging NLP and knowledge representation

● Three novel research lines
○ Natural, QA-based, semantic representation (single texts)

■ Crowdsourceable/scalable, captures human understanding
○ Consolidating the semantics of multiple texts

■ Multi-text semantic representation for NLP pipeline
○ Interactive summarization for text exploration

■ Closing the “information gap” of current technology

● Long term research program, many NLP & ML challenges


